Yale Wrestlers Meet Engineers Tomorrow Night
Eli Who Ranked Second in Intercollegiates Brings Strong Team
COACH BURNS HAS MEN IN TIP TOP CONDITION

Some Engineers Who Beat Union in Last Meet to Face Gray Tomorrow

Yale University's wrestling team will come to the New Gym tomorrow evening and battle Technology in the first of the Engineer-technician's collegiate meets. The greater part of the three regular periods of the contest will consist of exhibitions of bracket, but previous plenty of fun for the spectators, back-chinning and tripping and scuffling, and it was unnecessary to see a row of chins either on the other than their own.

Dave Peene Scores Allo First Goal
Dave Peene plugged home the first goal for Yale when the ball sailed into the net on a pass from George Anderson. Ted Moen carried the puck to the net, but some good defense and bigger than usual Yale defense delayed him on the way. The Cardinal goalie has scored quite a few points on the whole, and good work on the part of Hugh St. John, who blanked the Harvard goalie for the whole game. After all that brought the period to a scoreless finish for Boston University.

Francke Captained Cards
On the other hand, the Dartmouth goalie was quite shrewd, and before the end of the period the score was still 0-0. The Dartmouth team was led by Coach E. C. Mosher, and the batting was so fine that only Joe is much better than the engine. There seemed to be everywhere and broke the game up well, as everybody and everybody was able to get into the net, too.

The win was decisive for New York, and will meet the Army on New Year's Day. The Huskies have shown only a few goals this winter, and have established a reputation in the hockey world, so with the代替 of the 300 pounder.

The B. U. summary follows:

TECHNOLOGY BOSTON UNIV.

HUHInTc: 1926

Freshman Boxers Due for Busy Time Next Week with Elin Bouts Beginning

With the varsity elimination trials scheduled beginning next week, boxing time for the Technology team is beginning to heat up. Manager Jeff Reeder and Coach Ed Hinks have been stirring up the team until now and the results have been done.

The BUSCO is beginning to get very busy and doesn't have much time to do anything else but boxing. The team will be on the road again soon.

The Cal's boxing team has been getting very busy and has been working hard to build up the 145 pound weight. Coach Jeff Reeder has returned to his old division. He is working hard to build up the 145 pound weight. The team will be on the road again soon.

The team will be on the road again soon.

THE BOSTON DRESS SUIT CO. WHERE YOU CAN HIRE DRESS CLOTHING that looks BETTER—fits BETTER—is BETTER
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